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Abstract

The 15 Jan 2022 Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano eruption drove global atmospheric waves that propagated into space and

impacted the ionosphere. Here we show immediate large-scale electrodynamic effects of the eruption using observations from

NASA’s Ionospheric Connection Explorer. We report extreme zonal and vertical ExB ion drifts thousands of kilometers away

from Tonga within an hour of the eruption, before the arrival of any atmospheric wave. The measured drifts were magnetically

connected to the ionospheric E-region just 400 km from Tonga, suggesting that the expanding wavefront created strong electric

potentials which were transmitted along Earth’s magnetic field. A simple theoretical model suggests that the observed drifts

are consistent with an expanding wave with a large (>200 m/s) neutral wind amplitude. These observations are the first

direct detection in space of the immediate electrodynamic effects of a volcanic eruption and will help constrain future models

of impulsive lower atmospheric events.
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Key Points:6

• Extreme zonal and vertical ion drifts are observed ∼4000km away from Tonga less7

than an hour after the eruption, before any atmospheric wave arrived.8

• The ion drifts are driven by volcanically forced polarization electric fields trans-9

mitted along Earth’s magnetic field via Alfvén waves.10

• The drift signature is consistent with the dynamo effect of an expanding atmo-11

spheric wave with a >200m/s amplitude.12
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Abstract13

The 15 Jan 2022 Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano eruption drove global atmospheric14

waves that propagated into space and impacted the ionosphere. Here we show immedi-15

ate large-scale electrodynamic effects of the eruption using observations from NASA’s16

Ionospheric Connection Explorer. We report extreme zonal and vertical E⃗×B⃗ ion drifts17

thousands of kilometers away from Tonga within an hour of the eruption, before the ar-18

rival of any atmospheric wave. The measured drifts were magnetically connected to the19

ionospheric E-region just 400km from Tonga, suggesting that the expanding wavefront20

created strong electric potentials which were transmitted along Earth’s magnetic field.21

A simple theoretical model suggests that the observed drifts are consistent with an ex-22

panding wave with a large (>200m/s) neutral wind amplitude. These observations are23

the first direct detection in space of the immediate electrodynamic effects of a volcanic24

eruption and will help constrain future models of impulsive lower atmospheric events.25

Plain Language Summary26

The Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano eruption on 15 Jan 2022 sent seismic waves27

rippling through the Earth, launched tsunamis across the Pacific, and drove waves glob-28

ally through the atmosphere. The atmospheric waves travelled into space, where they29

impacted the ionosphere, which extends from ∼80 to 1,000km above Earth’s surface and30

is composed of ionized gas. Using observations from NASA’s Ionospheric Connection Ex-31

plorer, we show that the eruption dramatically modified charged particle motion in the32

ionosphere thousands of kilometers away from Tonga well before any atmospheric waves33

arrived. These changes are likely driven by strong electric fields generated near the vol-34

cano and transmitted along the Earth’s magnetic field. A simple model suggests that35

the electric fields are generated by a fast neutral wind wavefront expanding away from36

the volcano. These observations are the first to measure the immediate ionospheric elec-37

trodynamic effects of a volcanic eruption, and will help calibrate models of the event,38

improving our understanding of how energy moves between the lower atmosphere and39

space.40

1 Introduction41

When it erupted on 15 Jan 2022, the submarine Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai vol-42

cano (subsequently called ‘Tonga’) released an immense amount of energy, with estimates43

ranging from 4 to 200 Megatons of TNT equivalent (Garvin, 2022; Astafyeva et al., 2022;44

Kulichkov et al., 2022; Vergoz et al., 2022). These energies are comparable to the energy45

released by the largest nuclear bombs, and rank the Tonga volcanic eruption as the strongest46

in the last 30 years (Duncombe, 2022). After the eruption, energy propagated outward47

via seismic waves traveling through the Earth (Poli & Shapiro, 2022), tsunamis moving48

across the ocean (Carvajal et al., 2022), and various acoustic and gravity wave modes49

propagating in the atmosphere, which were subsequently able to reach space and affect50

the ionosphere (Wright et al., 2022). Here, we will investigate the eruption’s immediate51

ionospheric effect, examining how atmospheric waves emanating from the eruption rapidly52

modified the ionospheric dynamo, dramatically changing plasma behavior thousands of53

kilometers away.54

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) used seismic data to estimate that55

the main volcanic blast occurred at 4:14:45 UT on 15 Jan 2022 (USGS, 2022). However,56

it took additional time for the effects of the blast to set up an atmospheric disturbance.57

The eruption vaporized the surrounding seawater, lofting more than 100 million tons of58

water vapor tens of kilometers into the stratosphere (Millan et al., 2022). There, the va-59

por again condensed and released its latent heat, transferring energy into the atmosphere60

and generating outward propagating waves (Wright et al., 2022). Maletckii and Astafyeva61

(2022) estimated that it would take approximately 11 minutes for energy to propagate62
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vertically from the volcano to the ionosphere assuming acoustic speeds. By backprop-63

agating the observed pressure waves, Wright et al. (2022) found an atmospheric origin64

time of 4:28±2 UT, which we adopt for our analysis.65

Once the waves were generated in the atmosphere, wave signatures were observed66

propagating horizontally around the globe. The most persistent of these had properties67

consistent with a Lamb wave, a non-dispersive pressure wave which propagated globally68

at speeds estimated between 300 and 390m/s (with most estimates around 310m/s), and69

whose signature was clearly distinguishable in total electron content (TEC) data taken70

by the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) (Amores et al., 2022; Lin et al., 2022;71

Kataoka et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Kulichkov et al., 2022; Wright et al., 2022; Aa72

et al., 2022; Otsuka, 2022; Hong et al., 2022). Zhang et al. (2022) detected a TEC sig-73

nature consistent with a propagating Lamb wave up to 100 hours after the eruption, af-74

ter the wave had circled the globe at least three times.75

Observations of previous volcanic eruptions, such as the 2015 Calbuco volcano, have76

also shown signatures of fast-moving wave modes (>500m/s), which are mainly confined77

to within a few thousand kilometers of the source (Shults et al., 2016). For the Tonga78

eruption, close to the eruption site, TEC observations reported by Zhang et al. (2022)79

showed an initial supersonic infrasound wave traveling at ∼1 km/s for approximately 2080

minutes, which, following Astafyeva (2019), they identified as consistent with a Rayleigh81

wave. Zhang et al. (2022) also deduced two shocks with initial radial propagation of ∼700m/s82

which they observed slow to ∼450m/s and which were confined to within 5000 km of the83

volcano. Similarly, Themens et al. (2022) reported a large scale TID radially propagat-84

ing at 950±170m/s and a second TID propagating at 555±45m/s. Within 3000km,85

both of these waves reportedly slowed down to 550±15m/s and 390±15m/s, respec-86

tively. Astafyeva et al. (2022) used surface pressure data recorded only 64 km from Tonga,87

and found a likely propagation speed of ∼ 620m/s for the ionospheric disturbance pro-88

duced by the main eruption, which they posited to be due to a shock-acoustic wave mode89

due to its appearance as a sharp TEC increase. Additionally, Aa et al. (2022) reported90

observations of fast acoustic modes of 1050 m/s and 760 m/s from TEC data.91

While many prior studies have investigated wave modes produced from volcanic92

eruptions, primarily using TEC data, few works have investigated the eruptions’ impact93

on the ionospheric dynamo. TEC disturbances can result from a variety of mechanisms,94

including field-aligned drag, dynamo electric fields, and composition changes, but stud-95

ies using TEC data alone are often unable to distinguish between these mechanisms. In96

one study which looked more closely at the dynamo mechanisms, Harding et al. (2022)97

investigated the Tonga eruption using data from the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-98

ministration’s (NASA’s) Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) and the European Space99

Agency’s (ESA’s) Swarm satellites to observe extreme disruptions in the equatorial elec-100

trojet (EEJ) once the Lamb wave entered the dayside about 10 hours after the eruption.101

In particular, they reported that the EEJ disruption coincided with extreme (∼200m/s)102

zonal winds in the dynamo region of the ionosphere (∼100-150 km). As noted by Harding103

et al. (2022), these winds are larger than 99.9% of winds observed for the entire ICON104

mission to date.105

Here, we investigate the more immediate effects of the eruption on the E-region dy-106

namo. Within an hour of the eruption, the ICON satellite sampled in situ ion drifts and107

densities on magnetic field lines with footpoints within 400km from Tonga. We report108

observations of extreme ion drifts consistent with extreme winds directed away from the109

eruption site, evidence of the volcano’s influence on the ionospheric dynamo. In Section110

2, we describe the data products and methods used to infer the volcanic effects. In Sec-111

tion 3, we present the observations and propose a theoretical model to interpret them.112

Finally, in Section 4 we conclude and suggest directions for future work.113
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2 Data and Methods114

NASA’s ICON mission was designed to explore energy and momentum transfer into115

the ionosphere from both solar and lower atmospheric sources (Immel et al., 2018). As116

a result, it is well-suited to study the effects of a volcanic eruption, a large impulsive lower117

atmospheric energy source. This study uses data from ICON’s Ion Velocity Meter (IVM),118

which employs a Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) and Ion Drift Meter (IDM) to make119

in situ measurements of ion drifts and densities. For details on the design and princi-120

ples behind the IVM, see Heelis et al. (2017).121

The ICON observatory travels in a near-circular, 27◦ inclination orbit at roughly122

575km altitude, with an orbital period of ∼97minutes. The observatory passed within123

4000km of the Tonga eruption site at around 4:54 UT, less than an hour after the erup-124

tion. Figure 1a depicts ICON’s trajectory for its first orbit following the eruption. The125

observatory’s path is shown in black. For reference, the locations of several nominal wave-126

fronts with phase speeds of 310m/s (yellow), 600m/s (purple), and 900m/s (green) are127

shown, roughly identifying the regions affected by waves reported by previous studies128

(see Section 1). We assume each of these waves propagates isotropically and at constant129

velocity from the eruption site with an origin time of 4:28 UT. The wavefronts are cal-130

culated at each longitude based on the time ICON’s south magnetic footpoint (described131

further below) reaches that longitude, explaining why the wavefronts are slightly distorted.132

We neglect any potential influence from global wind patterns which may cause asym-133

metric propagation, despite some evidence that the waves did not propagate evenly in134

all directions and that some of the phase fronts slowed significantly in the near-field (Themens135

et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Astafyeva et al., 2022). As we are mainly using these re-136

gions as a tool to qualitatively reveal where it might be possible to observe the effects137

of the volcano, these considerations do not affect our interpretation.138

While the path of the observatory itself does not pass through the region affected139

by the volcano during this initial pass, the IVM’s south magnetic footpoint passes within140

500km of Tonga. The south magnetic footpoint is identified in Figure 1b as the point141

in the ionospheric E-region (at 120 km) connected to the same magnetic field line as the142

observatory, which is calculated using quasi-dipole coordinates (Emmert et al., 2010).143

Although the IVM makes measurements in situ at the observatory, ion drifts are driven144

by electric fields which are rapidly transmitted along magnetic field lines via Alfvén waves.145

The electric fields are therefore the same at all points along a single magnetic field line,146

assuming the field lines are equipotentials (Heelis et al., 2017). Daytime electric fields147

are typically dominated by forcing in the E-region where the Hall and Pedersen conduc-148

tivities are highest. Therefore, the ion drifts ICON measures during this pass are likely149

to be affected by the eruption.150

To distinguish differences in the observed drifts from what would be expected at151

these solar local times (SLTs), we established a background climatology using ion drift152

data from 8 - 13 Jan, 2022, during which magnetic conditions were relatively quiet. We153

excluded data from 14 Jan 2022 (the day before the eruption) to avoid contamination154

from a moderate geomagnetic storm which occurred on that day. The climatology was155

performed by sorting the data on a 6-minute SLT grid and finding the median as well156

as the 90th, 75th, 25th, and 10th quantiles.157

3 Results and Discussion158

Figure 2 presents ICON IVM ion density and drift measurements for the first or-159

bit following the Tonga eruption. The green, purple, and yellow highlighted regions cor-160

respond to the nominal wavefronts shown in Figure 1a, representing wavefronts travel-161

ing at 900m/s, 600m/s, and 310m/s, respectively. The SLT climatology is shown in gray,162

with the dark gray line representing the median of the measurements, the dark gray re-163
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Figure 1. (a) ICON’s geographic and south magnetic footpoint positions relative to the

Tonga volcano. Also shown are wavefronts for disturbances traveling from the eruption site at

310m/s (yellow), 600m/s (purple) and 900m/s (green). The wavefronts are assumed to propa-

gate isotropically at constant velocity, and are shown at the moment that the IVM south foot-

point is at the same longitude as the wavefront. (b) The magnetic field line connected to ICON

at its closest approach to Tonga, showing the IVM south magnetic footpoint. A simple spherical

wavefront model shows that when the IVM south magnetic footpoint is north of the volcano, the

normal to it points mostly northward.
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gion bounding the 25th to 75th quantiles, and the light gray region bounding the 10th164

to 90th quantiles. In particular, note the extreme vertical and zonal ion drifts observed165

within the region affected by the volcano, peaking at 6.9σ and 8.8σ respectively with re-166

spect to the quiet-time climatology. In addition, we observe a modest increase in the den-167

sity, and little change in the field aligned drift during the same period.168

The observations occur during the recovery phase of the 14 Jan geomagnetic storm.169

We argue that the observed extreme ion drifts are dominated by volcanic forcing, not170

geomagnetic influences. If present, storm-induced penetration electric fields could the-171

oretically influence ion drifts, although the effects would be largely independent of lon-172

gitude. The extreme variation in the vertical and zonal ion drifts ICON observes are con-173

fined to only the longitudes already under the influence of the disturbances propagat-174

ing away from the volcano, suggesting they are directly related to the effects of the erup-175

tion. Furthermore, as Harding et al. (2022) showed, there is no evidence of large pen-176

etration electric fields due to the storm. One likely effect is a storm-related deviation of177

the zonal ion drifts from the climatology prior to and following the region affected by178

the volcano. This deviation in the background zonal drifts begins around 19UT on 14179

Jan 2022, near the onset of the storm, and is also seen during previous and future or-180

bits on this day (not shown). The feature beginning at around 6:05 UT is equatorial spread-181

F, which occurs shortly after the observatory crosses the solar terminator, and is unre-182

lated to the eruption.183

ICON first observes the volcanically-driven ion drifts at ∼4:51:40 UT, determined184

using the time of the abrupt change in slope in the vertical ion drift in Figure 2. Sim-185

ilarly, ICON no longer observed the volcanically-driven ion drift perturbation at 4:56:30186

UT. Given the observatory’s location >4000 km from Tonga, the wavefront would have187

had to propagate at 3000±250m/s to reach the observatory at the observed time, which188

is far faster than any known ionospheric wave mode. In order to reach ICON’s south mag-189

netic footpoint in the same time, the wavefront would need to propagate at 600±50m/s.190

This observation is in line with wavefront velocities inferred by Zhang et al. (2022), Themens191

et al. (2022), and Astafyeva et al. (2022). Therefore, the extreme vertical and zonal ion192

drifts are likely E⃗×B⃗ ion drifts resulting from polarization electric fields (PEFs) caused193

by the ion drag established by the eruption’s forcing of the neutral atmosphere. The PEFs194

are transmitted almost instantaneously along the magnetic field line to the observatory’s195

location via Alfvén waves (Kikuchi & Araki, 1979). These observations are direct evi-196

dence that the electrodynamic effects of the volcano were rapidly transmitted to the con-197

jugate hemisphere.198

To investigate the origin of the observed ion drifts, we consider a simple theoret-199

ical model of how the neutral winds driven by the volcano might drive the ionospheric200

dynamo. As a simple model, we consider the eruption to drive a spherically expanding201

wavefront pushing a neutral wind away from Tonga, as depicted in Figure 1b. As the202

IVM footpoint transits the affected region (Figure 3a), we would therefore expect it to203

encounter first a primarily westward, then northward, then eastward wind.204

In order to determine the PEFs and resulting E⃗×B⃗ ion drifts generated by this205

wind model, we use a theoretical slab model of the ionosphere following Kelley (2009).206

In this model, currents in the Hall region (∼100-120 km altitude) drive the electric fields207

along the slab of the ionosphere surrounding a single magnetic field line. Hall currents208

flow in the b̂× (U⃗ × B⃗) direction, where b̂ is a unit vector in the magnetic field direc-209

tion, U⃗ is the neutral wind, and B⃗ is the magnetic field. The wind-driven current causes210

a separation of charges, which sets up an opposing PEF in the −b̂×(U⃗×B⃗) direction.211

This, in turn, will cause an E⃗×B⃗ ion drift in the (−b̂×(U⃗×B⃗))×B⃗ direction, which212

is the same as the b̂× U⃗ direction.213

Figure 3b uses this theoretical model to predict the direction of the observed drifts214

given the neutral wind input. Adopting a coordinate system where the magnetic field215

–6–
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Figure 2. IVM ion density and drift measurements during ICON’s orbit following the Tonga

eruption. The data taken when the south footpoint was within nominal wavefronts moving at

900m/s, 600m/s, and 310m/s are highlighted in green, purple, and yellow, respectively. The SLT

climatologies are shown in gray, with light gray bounding the 10th to 90th quantiles, dark gray

bounding the 25th to 75th quantiles, and the median shown as the darker gray line. Note the

extreme vertical and zonal ion drifts in the region affected by the volcano.
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Figure 3. Predictions from a simplified slab model of Hall region currents driving the iono-

spheric dynamo (see text for details). (a) The locations of the ICON observatory and IVM south

footpoint with respect to the expanding 600m/s (purple) and 310 m/s (yellow) wavefronts at

times which correspond to the westward, northward, and eastward neutral winds. (b) A chart

showing predicted ion drifts given the assumed neutral wind input. The top row shows the

neutral wind input, the middle shows the determination of the ion drift direction from PEF

established by the Hall region current. The bottom two rows show the theoretically predicted

vertical and zonal ion drifts. (c) The IVM drift data with a linear trend removed aligned with the

columns of the chart above. Upward pointing arrows represent upward perturbation drifts and

rightward pointing arrows represent eastward perturbation drifts. These observations show good

agreement with the theoretical results.
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points into the page, the east and west point right and left, respectively, and the com-216

ponent of the northward neutral wind perpendicular to the magnetic field line will point217

down. Assuming the IVM south footpoint encounters first a westward, then northward,218

then eastward neutral wind, the Hall-region slab model predicts we will observe first up-219

ward, then westward, then downward ion drifts. Figure 3c shows perturbations in IVM220

ion drift observations from the background during the same time period. A linear trend221

between 4:51 and 4:57 UT (immediately before and after we observe the volcanogenic222

drift perturbations) has been subtracted from the drift data to better distinguish the per-223

turbation due to the volcano from the background variation. The theoretical model suc-224

ceeds at explaining the large-scale structure in the observed drifts; we first observe a pre-225

dominantly upward, then westward, then downward ion drift, as predicted.226

The theory does not perfectly match the observations, likely because of the model’s227

simplicity. Even when the drifts are predominantly vertical, they still have a consider-228

able westward component. This is partially due to the fact that, since the IVM south229

footpoint passes equator-ward of Tonga, there will be a northward wind component even230

when the neutral wind is predominantly zonal. Thus, we should expect to see a west-231

ward zonal drift component throughout the pass. The model also neglects Pedersen cur-232

rents, which would add a component to the wind-driven current in the U⃗×B⃗ direction,233

altering the direction of the PEF and resulting E⃗ × B⃗ ion drift. While both Hall and234

Pedersen region currents contribute to the E⃗×B⃗ drifts in the evening at low latitudes235

(Maute et al., 2012), our model with the Hall currents alone reproduces the large scale236

ion drift features. A full theoretical treatment would necessarily include Pedersen cur-237

rents as well as non-local effects.238

This theoretical model also predicts that the magnitude of the ion drifts will be the239

same as the magnitude of the driving neutral wind. The IVM observed a maximum per-240

turbation drift speed of 330m/s, suggesting that the volcano drove neutral winds in the241

ionosphere at comparable speeds. While we do not have measurements of the neutral242

winds at the same times as these drift observations since the field-of-view of the neutral243

wind measurement is looking further north, Harding et al. (2022) reported Hall-region244

winds exceeding 200m/s several hours following the Tonga eruption, suggesting that the245

inferred speeds are reasonable. The simplified model assumes perfect dynamo driving246

efficiency, which is unlikely given the simplifications above, as well as the influence of the247

northern footpoint winds. Thus, it is likely that the volcanogenic winds would need to248

be larger than 330m/s to explain the observed drift perturbations.249

4 Conclusion250

In this work, we reported ICON IVM ion drift measurements for the first orbit fol-251

lowing the 15 Jan 2022 Tonga volcanic eruption. Although the ICON observatory passed252

∼4000 km away from the site of the eruption, it was magnetically connected to the iono-253

spheric E-region just 400 km from Tonga, allowing the IVM to remotely sample the dy-254

namo region close to Tonga within an hour of the main eruption.255

We observed extreme vertical and zonal ion drifts, with maximum drift velocity per-256

turbations exceeding 300m/s. We find that the observed ion drifts appear too soon to257

be forced by a wave with a 310m/s group velocity. An effective propagation velocity of258

600±50m/s is needed to explain the arrival of the ion drift signature given the 4:28±0:02259

origination time found by Wright et al. (2022). A simple theoretical model revealed that260

the changing direction of the drifts as ICON’s IVM south magnetic footpoint transited261

the region affected by the volcano was largely consistent with the electrodynamic effects262

of a high amplitude (>300m/s) neutral wind wavefront expanding away from the erup-263

tion site. These observations are also clear evidence of a conjugate effect: electric fields264

established by wind-driven currents in the vicinity of the volcano were transported to265
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the observatory’s location via Alfvén waves, and arrived much sooner than any reported266

atmospheric waves.267

Here, we focused only on ICON’s IVM data from its first pass following the erup-268

tion. In addition to the IVM, ICON carries remote sensing instruments capable of mea-269

suring neutral winds, temperatures, and ion density profiles (Mende et al., 2017; Sirk et270

al., 2017; Englert et al., 2017; Stephan et al., 2017, 2018; Kamalabadi et al., 2018). Dur-271

ing this orbit, the fields-of-view of ICON’s remote sensing instruments were north of the272

observatory’s path, outside of the region already influenced by the volcano, and so were273

unable to observe any volcanic effects. During later orbits, however, multiple ICON in-274

struments can simultaneously observe the affected region. Although for this orbit we had275

to assume a neutral wind profile to predict the observed ion drift dynamics, future work276

will use observed neutral winds and drifts to investigate multiple aspects of the thermo-277

sphere/ionosphere effects of the eruption, applying methods described in Immel et al.278

(2021). Later orbits will likely be additionally complicated by a combination of dynamo279

forcing and direct drag acting on the ionosphere, as well as interactions between differ-280

ent direct and conjugate wavefronts.281

The observations reported here are the first direct detection in space of the near-282

immediate dynamo effects of a volcanic eruption, and will prove iconic for constraining283

ionospheric models of this and other impulsive lower atmospheric events.284
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